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e hadn't been settled into our makeshift
hay bale ground blind for long when the
big bull came trotting out of the trees
and into the field, hot on the tail of w hat he obviously thought w as a good looking cow moose.
"Hey John," ] hissed. "A good bull. He just came
out fi-om behind that patch of bush." M y hunter,
Jon Vestby, immediately w ent on red alert and
looked to me for direction on w hat to do n ext.
From his spot in the blind,Jon couldn 't see the bull
come out.
" Quick! " ] urged, "Let's jog over there, use these
bales for cover, and cut dow n the distance." We
were a good 500 yards aw ay and the bull and his
cows had no idea we were there. Fortunately, the
randomly placed bales and a group of trees covered
our fast approach. Both of our hearts went into
overdrive from the anticipation.
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"There he is," ] w hispered as we slid up behind
the last bale, a solid 200 yards from the moose, "Wait
'til he turns broadside and then let him have it"probably mmecessary advice to the seasoned hunter,
but] w asn 't taking any chances. A few tense
minutes passed w hile Jon waited for a clear shot and
tried to get his breathing under control. Finally, the
bull separated fi'om his cow s a bit and then, "Boom!"
Seemingly before the echo of the shot bounced
back to us, another bullet was in the chamber and
on its way. Both shots were deadly accurate, buckling the legs of the majestic animal and ending Jon's
exciting moose hunt.
"Holy smokes' Can you ever reload fast and still
shoot accurately. I've guided a lot of hunters and
I've never seen anything like that," ] stated in admiration as we walked up on the bull. "] learned it in
the military and competitive speed shooting in

Norway;" Jon replied. We walked up on the nice
40-inch bull, took some hero shots, and then I hiked
out to the farmer's house to get some tractor loading help w hile Jon waited at the moose, soaking in
the success of his hunt. While I walked, I thought
about how the heck I ended up with a group of
Norwegian hunters. Normally, all I ever get are
American hunters. Jon was one of four Norwegian
who had booked a moose rut hunt 'with my outfit,
Mike's Outfitting Ltd., out of northwestern Alberta.
It all started when I donated a hunt to SCI for the
2008 International Convention. I've always believed
in supporting hunting organizations, so I thought I
might as well support the best there is and happily
donated a full moose hunt. Jon's friend, Vidar
Gronnevik, spotted the donation in the SCI donation catalogue and decided to send me an email
about booking a hunt for him and three of his
friends; Jo n Vestby; Jon 's sister, Ragna; and her
husband, John Solberg. After several e-mails back
and forth and amazingly, not a single phone call ,
" Team Norway," as I nicknamed them, was put
together for an exciting Alberta rut moose hunt.
I was impressed at how the association with SCI
definitely helped the booking go so easily. I was also
pleasantly surprised how the donation advertising

that SCI does in its publications created a lot of
interest in our moose hunts. When I initially
thought about donating a moose hunt, I was nervous as I thought all SCI members were probably
multi-millionaires who have shot just about everything and probably wouldn't want anything to do
with a farmland moose hunt.
We are very proud of the quality of our moose
hunts-we have lots of moose, it's not uncommon
to see more than 50 in a single day, and we do have
some pretty big bulls-but we don't have huge ones.
We aren't Alaska. There are no 60-inchers here. Our
hunts are pretty reasonably priced, even cheap by

moose hunting standards, so I wasn't sure if that
might actually deter SCI hunters. I didn't need to
worry, though. I soon found out that there are lots
of hunters in SCI and plenty of them w ho save up
to sometimes do just one hunt a year. Many of our
inquiries were from hunters who simply wanted to
take a decent Canadian moose.
On this Team Norway hunt, I was also finding out
how international SCI really is and how being associated with them would hopefully give me a whole
new customer base and a ch ance to meet some
really interesting, diverse people. Meeting hunters
from all walks of life is one of the biggest reasons I
chose outfitting as my career.
The first thing I noticed was that the Norway
group dressed differently from North American
hunters- no camouflage, all khaki co lor and
wool-which is very effective for hunting. They
also shoot differently. Their method of hunting deer
and moose with dogs forces them to become very
competent off-hand shots. Usually they have been
in the military, so they have formal trainin g on
shooting positions and quick reloading.

The Norwegians also proved their accurate shooting off a bench when they checked their guns after
arriving at the lodge. Thev also all shot a .30-06no big guns as they didn't see the need, and fo r most
hunting I would have to agree . Wha t I was
surprised to hear them say \yas that they \yon't shoot
past 200 yards and had just never done it. I assured
them that a shot out to -+00 vards on a moose \yas
very doable as long as you had a perfect rest and
knew the ballistics of your gun. We went over all of
it, and after some long- range practice, they were
ready. We normally never shoot our moose past 250
yards anyway, but I'm glad we had the talk and practice. It came in very handy on the next moose.
After Jon got his moose, it was Vidar's turn, hopenllly to get a good bull. I was guiding Vidar and Jon
was w ith us, w hile anothe r great guide, Chris
Kamieniecki, guided John and R agna Solberg. John
actually got his bull the first day of the hunt when
Chris called in a hard rutting beast that suddenly
showed up only 60 yards away. O ne quick off- hand
shot and Chris also got to see how a N orwegian
gets it done l
On the third day of the hunt, we went for a drive
to check several farm fields \yhere the moose are
sometimes spotted feeding at first light. We had been
doing a fair amount of walking and sitting over the
past few days, sending out seductive cow calls and
tending bull grunts E:om different locations. T hat is
how I prefer to hunt moose in the rut, but a morning drive can be very effective and sometimes we
have seen more than 40 moose in a single morning.
It was a beautiful, crisp, cold and fi·osty morning

and we took full advantage of the ideal moose hunting weather. In one of the first fields we checked
we spotted a couple of cow moose near the tree
line. As we drove closer we picked out two other
big- bodi ed animals-a cow and a huge bull!
"Wow l " I said excite dl)~ "That is an awesome bull."
Both Vidal' and Jon looked at me with excitement
in their eyes. "We can park behind those trees along
the road," I stated quickly, "then we'll use that other
strip of trees to cut down the distance. Hopefully
that will be close enough." We parked the truck,
silently bailed out, and trotted bent over to get into
position. Meanwhile, the big bull just stood there,
proudly looking ove r his cows w hile th ey fed .
Unfortunately fo r us , we soon ran out of cover.
Only a bald field lay in front of us. "Not good." I
thought.
My rangefinder bounced off the t\",o sh eets of
plywood the bull had for antlers and told me the
bad news- 390 yards. The good news was that we
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were on a little hill and an absolu
rock solid prone rest was possible. The
bull also had lost any interest in the vehicle he had just seen and was focused
solely on his cows. As long as they were
feeding, he wasn't budging an inch.
We discussed exactly where to aim and
then waited for the bull to turn sideways,
as I wasn't risking anything less than a
pelfect broadside shot. A very long 20
minutes later, the bull finally gave the
body position we wanted. "Boom!" and
then, "Smack!" It was a very solid hit and
the bull was rocked nearly off his feet.
Vidal' took one more shot and down the
moose went.
With the bull down, all the hooting
and hollering started. No matter where
hunters are from, they are all the same
when it comes to a successful hunt, especially on a big trophy animal. There are
handshakes, backslaps and, well, maybe a
hug or two. Well, only one hug each. I
learned long ago that no matter how
excited you are or where you are from,
double hugs between grown men are a
nO, no.
We ran out into the field and quickly
got to the bull. He was an aweso me
moose for this part of Alberta, a solid
45 -incher with w ide, heavy pans and
four big brow tine points. Vidar and
Jon couldn't believe the size of not just
the antlers but of the body. They told
me how they have lots of moose in
Norway, but they had come to Canada,
hopefully to get one bigger than
anything they could get at home. Vidar
certainly had done that, and so had Jon.
With the help of a w inch, we loaded
the bull w hole into th e truck and
headed back to the lodge for some
Nor'vvegian drInks that I can't quite
remember the name of.
We topped off the week on the fifth
day w hen Chris guided R agna to her
bull with an intense calling session that
brought two bulls out of th e heavy
timber to spar w ith each other in an
open field. Some debate ensued over
which one was bigger. Ragna picked the
one she w anted, and was thrilled to
pieces with her nice bull. So was the
whole crew-four bull moose for four
humers- l00 percent success. It was a
great week and it all started with a donation to SCI. We did it again in 2009 for
th e 201 0 Conve ntion. Thi s bi g
International Convention is also the only
exhibition where we have a booth each
year. We get so much interest from it
that we really don't need to do any other
shows. Thanks SCI!~

